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Abstract - Among the different techniques for the network analyser calibration, the authors recently
introduced the NR procedure based on the concept of transfer standard, characterised by primary
laboratories. The paper presents the theory assumed to properly design that standard and some
experimental results to verify the accuracy obtained by this calibration.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent work (Madonna et al (1)), the authors presented a network analyser (NWA) calibration
procedure called NR (Network Reflect), since it requires the direct and reverse measurement of a two port
standard network and the measurement of one standard reflectance. As calibration standards can be used only
a single two port passive network (transfer standard) and a standard reflectance. The transfer standard (TS)
shall be reciprocal but not symmetrical, and must be previously characterised by means of traceable
measurement techniques. The network used as standard can be designed on the basis of the customer
specifications and on the constraints imposed by the devices to be tested. Hovever, its structure and topology
shall be optimised to reach higher accuracy.

In this work the theoretical considerations and an experimental investigation are carried out to properly
design that standard device. It is shown that, when the two-port TS is well designed and characterised, the
NWA comes out calibrated with high accuracy. The NR calibration technique seems very attractive since it
simplifies in several cases the calibration problems.

For example, when two coaxial connectors with the same gender (male-male) are required, the NR
avoids the adapter removal procedure since the calibration can be carried out by means of two connections of
the same special designed transfer standard.

2. NR CALIBRATION ALGORITHM

According to the linear error model described by Ferrero and Sanpietro (2), the equation that ties the
actual DUT scattering matrix S to the measured one Sm is:

M+SLS, -SH-KSmO= (1)

M, L, H and K are 2x2 and diagonal matrices which contain the error coefficients.
The NR calibration algorithm uses the following standard sequence:

* a fully-known two-port non-synunetrical device (the so called transfer standard TS) whose S-matrix is S is
first measured inforward configuration, obtaining St;

* afterwards, the samw TS is measured in reverse configuration, i.e. swapping portl and port2, obtaining
S.,r

* finally an additional one-port standard is measured to complete the calibration procedure. Let rV..I be the
measured reflection coefficient of tis standard F1 at port1.
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Obviously, the TS can be reciprocal but not symmetrical, in order to provide different information in
forward and reverse case. No constraint applies to one-port reflectance: in particular, it can be obtained as the
input impedance of the TS with the second port disconnected. This method obviously requires an additional
characterisation of the TS in the open circuit configuration, but it allows to perform an entire calibration
process with different measurements of a single standard device.

The collection of these nine standard measurements form a linear system, as detailed in Madonna et al
(I)

Nu= g (2)

where u is the vector ofthe unknown error coefficients, i.e. the matrix elements

U=([Mfl A22 41 L2 HI1 H22 K22] (3)

being Kj assumed to be equal to one.
The rank of (2) is equal to seven and its solution can be expressed as

u=N+g (4)

where N is the pseudo-inverse matrix of N:
N+ (NTN)NT (5)

3. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE
TRANSFER STANDARD DESIGN

The effectiveness ofthe NR calibration algorithm strongly depends on the TS parameters. Matrix N and
vector g contains both the real and the measured scattering parameters of the standard devices. Thus the
accuracy of the error coefficients is affected by imperfections in the standards models, as w~ell as by
measurement errors due to noise and not perfect repeatability of the connections. The effect of such errors
depends, in tum, on N and g; in particular, on the TS scattering parameters.

A general way to approach this problem consists in studying the sensitivity of system (2) to changes of
its coefficients. An important parameter is the condition nuimber IC2(N) of matrix N, defined as (Golub and
Van Loan (3))

K 2 (N) = IIN112 NTN) NT 2 (6)

where IVN112 is the matrix 2-norm of N.
Number K2(N) depends on the standards parameters, but also on their measurements. This means that,

for a given TS, the condition of the problem depends on the error coefficients themselves, thus, at the end, on
the NWA used. Since the aim of this analysis is to obtain general guidelines for the TS design, the problem is
investigated under qufasi-ideal NWA conditions. In particular, if a well-balanced test-set is used, it is not
meangless to assume, during the computation of K2(N), that:

All X=A22 MO L I -L22 O (7)

Hli=H22n-l K22nl (8)

which obviously means Sm t S.

Though several TS topologies Nvere investigated, a simple circuit was considered in this analysis in
order to reduce the computational effort. Its schematic is shown in figure 1; the values of the two resistors Rs
and Rp are the parneters that can be tuned to optimise the perfonnance of the calibration process. Figure 2
shows the condition of system (2) under quasi-ideal NWA assumptions, for different values ofRs and Rp.
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To further improve the choice of the proper resistor values, the error propagation from the standard
parameter to the error coefficients was also study. The relationship 5u = f(fs), wshere 5s represents the errors
on the different standard parameters was computed. As example, figure 3 show the influence of an incorrect
model of the one-port reflection standard on the error term LI I versus the various possible value of ft and Rp.
These results show that a proper choice of t, and Rp mninimise the influence of such imperfect standard as also
proven by experimental results.

4. REALIZATION OF THE TRANSFER STANDARDS AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Figure 4 shows the layout of the set of TS devices designed with different topologies and parameters.
The standard devices are coplanar (CPW) passive networks which are realised on a l00pim-thick sapphire
substrate in thin-film technology and measured with 150pm-pitch probes up to 26 GHz. Note on the bottom of
the layout the traditional standard and verification devices for LRM calibration.

A subset of the TS devices is designed with the topology shown in figure 1 according to the ideas
described in the previous paragraph. Figure 2 shows that their parameters are chosen to optimise the condition
of the calibration svstem.

The performance of each TS is tested as followvs. First of all, the NWA is calibrated with a traditional
LRM procedure (Eul and Schieck (4)), using a 1.5 ps line and two dc-measured loads. The so calibrated NWA
is assumed as the reference instrument. Aftenrards, each TS is tested following three distinct steps.

1. The TS device is characterised using the LRM calibrated NWA.
2. An NR calibration is performed using the same TS and an ideal short (the same used in LRM calibration as

reflect) connected at port I.
3. Finally, some verification devices are measured and corrected with both the LRM and NR method.

Figure 5 shows the scattering parameters of a 3ps verification CPW line, obtained by the LRM and tvo NR
calibrations performed with different TS devices. The first calibration (NR case a) uses the set of R3 and Rp
which theoretically minimise the error propagation and the condition number and it has a dramatically better
performance than the second one (NR case b) whose Rp and Rf value vere outside of the best conditions.

5. CONCLUSION

A theoretical and experimental investigation of the impact of proper standard design on the recently
proposed NR calibration technique was given. This work proves that when the two port transfer standard is
well designed and characterised the resulting NWA calibration gives high accuracy and make this new
calibration technique feasible and attractive.
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Fig. 1. Layout and schematic of the TS used for optimization.
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Fig.2. Condition of the calibration system versus different values of the TS resistors.The + symbols represent the devices that were realized on the thin-film substrate
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Fig.3. Error propagation from the standard parameter rC to the error coefficient Li1 as a function of the TS parameters.The + symbols represent the devices that were realized on the thin-film substrate, while the circles refers to the TSdevices that have been used in the NR calibrations of figure 5.
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Fig.4. Layout of the entire set of thin film TS devices.
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Fig.5. Measurements of a 3 ps verification CPW line with three different calibrations:
an LRM reference calibration and two NR calibrations performed with different TS devices

(case a: R5=200U, Rp=50; case b: R5=25Q, RP=25Q).
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